Appendix III
ERRATA

Supplement to the submitted dr. thesis “Infant Regulation of Distress: A longitudinal study of transactions between mothers and infants”; Candidate Hanne Cecilie Braarud.

The following errata have been detected. Changes are typed in bold

1. List of papers:
   -Page vii: Paper II is resubmitted. The Journal of Reproductive and Infant Development should be read “Social Development”

2. Introduction
   -Page 8, line 11: “An important factor” should be read “An important skill”
   -Page 11, line 3 from bottom: “motives and depending” should be read “motives, depending”
   -Page 16, Table 1: Mean age of the infants in Paper I should be read “11 weeks, 3 days”

3. References
   -Page 40, line 14: “epigenesist” should be “epigenesis”
   -Page 40, line 8 from bottom of the page: “responses” should be “response”
   -Page 41, line 8 from bottom of the page: (pp. 201-213) should be (pp. 213-233)
   -Page 42, line 6: “Fear Rhesus Monkeys” should be “Fear in Rhesus Monkeys”
   -Page 42, line 23: “manifold” should be “Manifold”
   -Page 43, line 1: “infants” should be “infant”
   -Page 44, line 15: “imitand” should be “imitans”
   -Page 45, line 9 from bottom of the page: “Vol.22, 1-56” should be “Vol.22 (1-2), 1-6”.
   -Page 47, line 7 from bottom of the page: “Configuration” should be “Configurations”
Following changes has been inserted in the published manuscript:

Page 1, line 23: “Behaviours” is changed to “behaviour”.
Page 1, line 30: Infants is changed to infants’.
Page 2, line 38: The author name “Cahob” has been changed to “Carchon”.
Page 3, line 2: “the” is deleted from the text.
Page 3, line 4: “changes in infants interest” is changed to “changes in infants’ interest”.
Page 3, line 6: “expectations” has been changed to “expectation”.
Page 4, line 3: “cannot” has been changed to “can not”.
Page 4, line 25: “to the amount” has been deleted.
Page 6, line 30: “were” has been changed to “was”.
Page 8, Figure: The white bars that shows mean negative affect for the High Negative Affect group have a black line at the left side.
Page 9, line 22: The start of the sentence has been changed to: “These findings can not be accounted for by”.
Page 9, line 24: after the comma the sentence has been cut down to “or fatigue.”
Page 9, line 28: “infants”” has been changed to “infants”
Page 9, line 32: “cannot” has been changed to “can not”.
Page 9, line 36 and line 42: “infants”” has been changed to “infants”.
Page 10, line 5-6: “their” has been inserted after “gaze at”.
Page 10, line 27: “its” has been changed to “her/his”.
Page 11, line 30: The author name “Cahob” has been changed to “Carchon”.
Page 9, line 37: “from Live1 to Replay2” should be read “from Live1 to Replay1”